Popular Scrub Watch Now Available in 3 New Styles

Just in Time for the Holidays, Speidel Introduces the New Scrub Petite, Scrub 30 and Scrub Glow Watch Collections

PROVIDENCE, R.I. (PRWEB) November 27, 2018 -- Designed specifically for medical professionals and students, Speidel’s original Scrub Watch is now available in three alternative styles. Newly designed collections are a direct response to consumers who requested additional features to the original Scrub Watch. After carefully analyzing customer product reviews and inquires, Speidel’s design team created the following new collections which are all still available with popular scrub matching 100% silicone bands, easy-to-read dial, highly visible red second hand and military time.

1. The Scrub Petite Watch is a smaller version of the original Scrub Watch designed for those who prefer a 28mm case vs 38mm and a 14mm band vs 18mm. Even at its petite size, this new watch contains all the great features of the original Scrub Watch plus an upgraded stainless steel case, hour and minute hands that glow and a 50M water resistance rating that makes it suitable for swimming. (MSRP: $49.95)

2. The Scrub 30 Watch features a pulsometer scale that will make measuring heart rates even easier. Once the second hand passes the 12 o’clock mark, count 30 beats and then read the corresponding number located on the outer ring. Additionally, the Scrub 30 Watch features an upgraded stainless steel case, hour and minute hands that glow, a date window and a 50M water resistance rating that makes it suitable for swimming. (MSRP: $59.95)

3. The Scrub Glow Watch is similar to the original Scrub Watch, but also includes an electroluminescent dial that lights up with a push of a button, an extremely useful feature when treating patients in dimly lit rooms. Additionally, the Scrub Glow Watch also features an upgraded stainless steel case, hour and minute hands that glow and a 50M water resistance rating that makes it suitable for swimming. (MSRP: $79.95)

Any Speidel Scrub Watch would truly make a great holiday gift for the medical professional or student in your life. Speidel’s original and new Scrub Watch Collections can be found at speidel.com or on Amazon.

About Speidel

Since 1904, vintage American brand Speidel has been renowned for its innovative designs, operational excellence, and passion for customer service. As the #1 recognized brand in the world of watchbands and identification bracelets, Speidel offers a variety of products including the company’s signature “Twist-O-Flex®” watchband, Speidel Identification Bracelets (Speidel ID’s®, My First ID®), Medical Alert bracelets (Medilog®), Kid’s Jewelry (My First Speidel®) and Men’s Jewelry and Accessories (Anson®), as well as beautifully crafted traditional and contemporary timepieces. Speidel can be found at both exclusive independent jewelers and well known mass retailers across the U.S., as well as at speidel.com.
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